REDBRIDGE LAKES
Rules & Codes of Conduct
ALL VISITORS
















It is imperative that all persons entering our facility read and understand our Health and Safety Documentation,
copies are available upon request.
Children must not be left unsupervised at any time.
Speed limit. Strictly 5 MPH. Please park sensibly and give precedence to pedestrians and children.
No driving along the bank.
Disabled anglers may be allowed to drive along the bank, but ONLY with prior consent from the management.
ONLY MEMBERS Dogs are allowed providing they are insured against all eventualities. They must be kept
strictly under control and any mess cleared up and taken away.
It is important to keep well away from the anglers, as any disturbance can effect their days fishing.
(Anglers fishing tackle can be extremely expensive for you to replace if broken).
Don't feed the wild life, it only causes them to become a nuisance to the anglers as they learn to believe that
anyone who gets close to the bank side is there to feed them and they could become entangled in the angler's
line. Uneaten feed will also encourage vermin and the associated diseases
No Fires, Barbeques or Picknics
No litter (including cigarette butts), please take it away or use the bins provided.
Please use the toilets provided in the main café building.
Access upon the lakeside paths and bank is only allowed during daylight hours. All Visitors except anglers
should keep to the paths and well away from the bank side. NEVER EVER enter upon the spits that divide the
bays except the designated platforms.
No entering the water or swimming.
No alcohol to be consumed. Except alcohol purchased in the café and consumed within the boundaries outside
the café area.
No noisy or unacceptable behavior.
CCTV is in operation across this site and Redbridge Lakes Ltd reserve the right to broadcast any material.
ANGLERS.













Should report and sign in and out before and after fishing.

No Anglers are allowed upon the bank side until they have read and signed a declaration to say they understand the
lake rules, the health and safety statement and risk assessments.
No Keep-nets to be used.
Landing nets will be supplied by the fishery
Keep-nets for competitions will be supplied by the fishery for competitions only by prior arrangement..
No barbed hooks.
No fixed feeders or leads.
No excessive ground baiting or disposing of bait at the end of the day.
This can lead to poor water quality, distressed fish and poor catch rates.
Any unused bait must be taken away or left with the management for proper disposal.
No fishing from anywhere except the designated fishing positions.
Keep away from the margins NEVER EVER enter upon the spits that divide the bays.
No abuse of the fish.
All fish must be unhooked carefully with wet hands and returned to the water as soon as possible.
No swinging large fish to hand without the use of a landing net. No walking along the bank with fish.
No unusual baits including, cat meat, boilies, bloodworm & Joker.
All normal baits can be used. Any unusual concoctions must be cleared with the management prior to use.
Always report lost lines and tackle. It will be retrieved by the management to protect wildlife becoming
entangled.
Never leave baited lines unattended in or out of the water. This can be harmful to wildlife as well as fish.

